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Overall length (excl. engine): 11,20 m (36ft 9in)
Beam: 3,3 m (10ft 10in)
Draft to props 0,85 m (2ft 9in)
Weight (excl. engine): 2950 kg (6500lbs)
Passengers: 10 persons
Berths: 2 persons
Fuel capacity: 770 l (203,4 gal)

Construction: GRP
Classification: B – Offshore
Max speed range: 35–45 kts
Outboard engines: (1 x 350 hp) / 2 x 225 – 2 x 350 hp (6cyl. engines)
Fuel consumption, cruise: 1.65 l / nm (1 x 350 hp @ 25 knots)
Hull design: Twin stepped 20 degree V “Sharp entry hull”

All specifications are preliminary and may change without prior notice.

aft cabin (optional)wet bar (optional)open aft deck (standard)

AXOPAR 37

Axopar 37 T-Top

Axopar 37 Version R

Axopar 37 Sun-Top
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AXOPAR 37 T-Top
The adventurous Axopar 37 T-Top will redefine your boating experience, 
whether you are looking for high-speed island hopping, overnighting or extend-
ed cruising. For driving in a diverse range of seas, its low resistance and twin 
stepped hull provides you with responsive handling at all times and ensures 
your passengers a comfortable and safe ride.

The Axopar 37 T-Top features a spacious and easily accessible walk around deck typical for an Axopar. It has very 
open and convenient cockpit seating with seven separate seats around a large sliding table, a comfortable sun bed 
on the fore deck, and a spacious aft deck area with an optional wet bar or aft cabin.

There is also a spacious and bright front cabin as standard accommodating 2 persons with a comfortable lounge 
chair and ample storage with integrated cupboards. For easy loading of gear into the boat it features a convenient 
cargo hatch on foredeck with access to the front cabin. The driver is greeted with a centre console layout with 
class best helm position for excellent visibility, communication and access around the boat.
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AXOPAR 37 Sun-Top
The cool and versatile centre console Axopar 37 Sun-Top, with an extended 
roof for even more protection from the elements and a huge canvas section to 
let in large amounts of sun into the cockpit. The Sun-Top combines flexible 
accommodation with a versatile layout and is one of the most adaptable boats 
on the market, filled with practical solutions

By adding an optional wet bar or an aft cabin, that also doubles as a second sun bed, the Axopar 37 Sun-Top offers 
true versatility. It is centred around the sociable cockpit seating which is the focal point for al fresco dining and en-
tertaining guests under the cool shade of the Sun-Top or under the deep blue sky by opening up the canvas roof. 
This fast, fun and capable all-round cruiser invites you to enjoy days out at sea together with friends and family.
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AXOPAR 37

Axopar 37 Sport Cabin

Overall length (excl. engine): 11,20 m (36ft 9in)
Beam: 3,3 m (10ft 10in)
Draft to props 0,85 m (2ft 9in)
Weight (excl. engine): 2950 kg (6500lbs)
Passengers: 10 persons
Berths: 2 persons
Fuel capacity: 770 l (203,4 gal)

Construction: GRP
Classification: B – Offshore
Max speed range: 35–45 kts
Outboard engines: (1 x 350 hp) / 2 x 225 – 2 x 350 hp (6cyl. engines)
Fuel consumption, cruise: 1.65 l / nm (1 x 350 hp @ 25 knots)
Hull design: Twin stepped 20 degree V “Sharp entry hull”

All specifications are preliminary and may change without prior notice.

aft cabin (optional)wet bar (optional)open aft deck (standard)





Axopar 37 Cabin

Axopar 37 Version R

Axopar 37 AC

AXOPAR 37

Overall length (excl. engine): 11,20 m (36ft 9in)
Beam: 3,3 m (10ft 10in)
Draft to props 0,85 m (2ft 9in)
Weight (excl. engine): 2950 kg (6500lbs)
Passengers: 10 persons
Berths: 2 persons
Fuel capacity: 770 l (203,4 gal)

Construction: GRP
Classification: B – Offshore
Max speed range: 35–45 kts
Outboard engines: (1 x 350 hp) / 2 x 225 – 2 x 350 hp (6cyl. engines)
Fuel consumption, cruise: 1.65 l / nm (1 x 350 hp @ 25 knots)
Hull design: Twin stepped 20 degree V “Sharp entry hull”

All specifications are preliminary and may change without prior notice.

aft cabin (optional)wet bar (optional)bench (standard)
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AXOPAR 37 Cabin
Extend your on water experience with the spacious Axopar 37 Cabin, a fully 
enclosable cabin with twin large sliding doors and a sliding canvas roof to meet 
the diverse weather conditions out at sea, combined with the hulls responsive 
handling, comfort and safety.

This highly adaptable model has ample space for fishing and other activities on the aft deck and a large sociable 
sun bed on the fore deck. A convenient cargo hatch on the foredeck enables fast and easy stowage of all your 
gear straight into the front cabin from the deck. The Axopar 37 Cabin excels with its bright and spacious cabin 
with seating for up to six people around a large table in the saloon. The cabin/saloon also features a large storage 
compartment under the sofa. Whether for island hopping, fishing or just unwinding with friends and family you’ll 
love the Axopar 37 Cabin.

Gothenburg/Sweden
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AXOPAR 37 AC
Introducing the aft cabin that makes the Axopar 37 AC into a true multitasker 
of the seas. A true cabin cruiser with ample accommodation for four persons 
that offers stylish, modern design and true versatility that extends your explora-
tions and the time spent at sea.

The Axopar 37 AC combines modern looks and a stylish enclosed cabin with an aft cabin berth for two additional 
persons. The light and airy aft cabin, thanks to the large twin Lewmar flush mounted hatches, is accessed from 
inside the cabin. The top of the aft cabin also doubles as a second sun bed in the lee of the cabin.  Whether for 
cruising the seas, enjoying the warm summer sun or entertaining guests you’ll love the Axopar 37 AC.







AXOPAR 28

Axopar 28 Open/OC

Axopar 28 Cabin Axopar 28 AC

Axopar 28 T-Top

Overall length (excl. engine): 8,60 m (28ft 3in)
Overall length incl. bathing platforms: 9,01 m (29ft 6in)
Beam: 2,85 m (9ft 4in)
Height (waterline to targa incl. light mast): 2,85 m (9ft 4in)
Height (waterline to window excl. targa): 1,60 m (5ft 3in)
Draft to props: 0,75 m (2ft 6in)
Weight (excl. engine): 1620 kg (3570lbs) – 1790 kg (3945lbs)
Passengers: 8 persons

Fuel capacity: 260 l (68,70 gal)
Construction: GRP
Classification: C – Coastal
Max speed range: 36–49 kts
Outboard engines: 150 – 350 hp
Fuel consumption, cruise: 1.35 l / nm (250 hp @ 26 knots)
Hull design: Twin stepped 22 degree V “Sharp entry hull”

Specifications may be changed without prior notice.
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The Axopar 28 range awarded 
“Best of Boats 2015”!

15 maritime journalists from 14 different magazines in the jury 
with over 260 tested boats during 2015.

THE JURY’S COMMENTS ON THE AXOPAR 28 RANGE:

“This agile and sporty boat from Finnish inventors, built in Poland, is based on a very light 
weight twin stepped deep-V hull that provides notable seaworthiness and a fun and safe ride. 
The Axopar 28 is easily trailerable and designed for single outboard engines up to 350 HP. The 
boat is remarkable in the way that it is offered in five versions based on the same hull ranging 
from an open version to a fully enclosed walkaround with Daycruiser aft cabin.”

According to the Best of Boats jury, a boat is “Best for Fun” if the boat is versatile for many 
kinds of watersports, adaptable to the needs of different crews and, of course,  fun to drive 
with a direct connection to nature, water and power equally.

The Axopar 28 range wins the prestigious 
“Motor Boat of The Year 2016” title!

This renowned award is judged on the annual sea trials of more 
than 70 boats by a panel of experienced boating journalists for 
the International magazine Motor Boat & Yachting.

THE JURY’S COMMENTS ON THE AXOPAR 28 RANGE:

“A boat that has it all; searing performance, a fantastic hull, brilliant deck spaces, somewhere 
to sleep and looks to die for.”

“It’s a dayboat, weekender, sportsboat, watersports machine and a fast point-to-pointer rolled 
into one.”



Axopar 28 - European Powerboat of the Year 2016 
in the category up to 35 feet!

Also known as the “Oscars of Watersports“, the jury based their final evaluation on space, value for 
money, performance and innovation. The title is highly acknowledged, and awarded to the best five boats 
sold in Europe, in five different size categories.

COMMENTS FROM THE JURY:

Unique concept

At the start of development of the Axopar 28, all preconceived ideas were called into question. “Each component was analysed in detail. The outcome 
was a unique modern design offering outstanding handling, maximum safety, conforming with all current standards and thanks to an industrial produc-
tion-style process, a revolutionary low price. 

Array of surprises

In the Cabin version, the bench seat can be converted into a double bed, while in the Aft Cabin version there are two additional fixed berths. A separate 
toilet compartment / stowage space is accessible from the forecastle, rounding off an array of surprises. The twin-stepped hull is said to ensure fantastic 
handling characteristics. Thanks to the broad walk-around and high railing, the boat’s occupants can feel secure at all times – even at top speeds exceed-
ing 45 kn. 



AXOPAR 28 Open
The accessible and easy to handle walk-around model with a large aft deck. 
Seating and dining/sun bed on foredeck.

The Axopar 28 Open is a stylish open walk-around day cruiser. This versatile and easy to handle craft has plenty 
of room thanks to its spacious configuration for sunbathing, watersports, fishing, socializing or just cruising the 
coast.

The class best helm ergonomics and drivers position combined with its high and long windscreen provides you and 
your passengers a comfortable ride and keeps you dry in all driving conditions. The center console layout includes 
generous storage in the front of the helm, accessed from the foredeck.

You and your guests can relax on the forward sunbathing area while cruising or enjoy the sunset by the large sofa 
and table.

Côte d’Azur/France
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AXOPAR 28 OC
The versatile walk-around OC model introducing an aft cabin sleeping 2 per-
sons that transforms the boat into a truly multifunctional craft made for pleas-
ure, fun or commuting.

The Axopar 28 OC is a spacious walk-around day cruiser with unmistakable style combined with an agile and fuel 
economic hull and features a smart aft cabin for two that doubles as a large sun deck. 

What other walk-around boat can provide you with a twin sun bed setup, class best helm ergonomics with wide 
protective windscreen, dining in the helm by the large sofa, a roomy toilet and a large L sofa and table on the 
foredeck.

The Axopar 28 OC, a perfect choice for your open boating.



AXOPAR 28 T-Top
The T-Top model with aft berth sleeping two people with sun bed on top for 
enjoying the sun with the t-top giving shade.

The Axopar 28 T-top is the ultimate leisure boat for trips to your favorite anchorage, water sports, sunbathing or 
just relaxing with friends and family. This sleek walk around cruiser with a canvas T-Top features a smart aft cabin 
for two that doubles as a large sun bed and sets the stage for all the on-water activities.

The spacious foredeck features a large sociable L-shaped sofa with a table for four, which also transforms into a 
sun bed. A separate stowage / optional toilet compartment with sink in front of the helm is also accessed from 
the foredeck.

Get ready for the red carpet with this ”Monaco Chic” cruiser.

Mallorca/Spain

wet bar (optional)open aft deck (optional)aft cabin (standard)





Istanbul/Turkey

AXOPAR 28 Cabin
The cabin model with ample space on the aft deck for all on-water activities 
with a convertible sofa in the cabin which accommodates two persons. Large 
canvas roof and two wide sliding doors.

The Axopar 28 Cabin is a multifunctional craft with modern smart lines and fully enclosable for all weather condi-
tions yet open for warm and sunny summer days. It features a spacious, bright and comfortable cabin with wide 
sliding doors and a large sliding canvas roof. The aft sofa converts into a double bed.

This highly adaptable model has ample space for fishing and other activities on the aft deck and a large social area 
on the foredeck that can be quickly and easily converted into a sun bed or a seating and table area. The foredeck 
also incorporates a stowage space with optional toilet in front of the helm. Whether for cruising, fishing or just 
unwinding with friends and family you’ll love the Axopar 28 Cabin.

bench (optional)wet bar (optional)open aft deck (standard)



AXOPAR 28 AC
The exceptional aft cabin layout sleeps 4 people in total. It features two sun 
beds and dining both on foredeck and inside the cabin, a large cargo hatch for 
easy stowage, and a toilet/stowage compartment accessed from foredeck.

The Axopar 28 AC features a fully enclosable cabin that is spacious, bright and comfortable and introduces a large 
sliding canvas roof, the first of its kind in this boat segment. This combined with the two wide sliding doors really 
opens up the cockpit. The Axopar 28 AC introduces a spacious aft cabin with a berth for two that is accessed from 
inside the cabin and also thru the large cargo hatch on the aft deck. It also accommodates two persons inside the 
cabin on the forward sliding aft sofa/double bed.

The sociable fore deck seating acts as the focal point for al fresco dining and is easily converted into a full size sun 
bed. From the foredeck there is also access to the large stowage / toilet compartment. An optional pantry with 
refrigerator, sink and gas cooker is found under the driver / co-driver seats.

Mosel/Germany







AXOPAR 24

Axopar 24 Open

Axopar 24 T-Top Axopar 24 HT

Overall Length (excl. Engine)  7,60 m (24ft 11in)
Beam  2,55 m (8ft 4in)
Draft to props  0,70 m (2ft 4in)
Weigth (excl. Engine)  1680 kg (3700lbs)
Passengers  8 persons
Berths  2 persons

Fuel capacity  220 l (58 gal)
Construction  GRP
Classification  C - Coastal
Max speed range  35-40 kts
Outboard engines  90 - 200 hp (4syl)

Specifications may be changed without prior notice.
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AXOPAR 24
With the new exciting Axopar 24 day boating concept, consisting of three 
24-foot models, we expand our product portfolio with a boat in the 7 meter 
market that is easy to handle, fuel-efficient and competitively priced. The 24 
range boats are truly versatile bow riders with a fuel efficient twin-stepped hull 
and a protective and functional helm.

All models incorporate a bow section that offers versatile seating or a sunbathing area, comfortable twin sofas 
in front of the cockpit consoles that also double as berths for two persons and social seating for 5 persons in the 
cockpit. Two large fender storages are installed on the side deck in the aft, and an optional refrigerator is located 
under the co-pilot seat.

An extensive array of optional equipment can also be fitted, for example a water flush toilet, sun bed for the front 
deck, water-ski pole or canopies for prolonged time spent on the water.

Rhein/Germany





Nautical Ventures is recognized by 
Boating Industry Magazine as a Top 
100 Dealer nationally.  We are also the #1
Axopar Dealer in the United States and 
the #2 Dealer worldwide.  Why?  Our multi-
location dealerships provide, purchasing 
power, on-site service & support, and we can 
ship worldwide. As a stocking dealer, we have
Axopar models in our showroom and 
in the water, ready for your inspection.

Nautical Ventures is your authorized,
on-site service & warranty center for
Axopar Boats, Mercury and Yamaha motors.  
Our factory trained technicians know these 
boats inside and out, ensuring your time on 
the water will be the best it can be.  This 
distinguishing difference is what helps 
to make Nautical Ventures the best-sell-
ing Axopar Dealer in the United States.

Nautical Ventures has been caring for the
marine community for over 30 years. With 
dealerships in Fort Lauderdale, North 
Palm Beach and Riviera Beach we are
conveniently located to our clientele by 
land and by water.  We service everything 
we sell and provide a white glove 
concierge treatment to all our customers.

Nautical Ventures is a member in good
standing with the National Ma-
rine Manufacturer Association (NMMA), 
the Marine Retailer Association of 
America (MRAA), the Marine Industries 
Association of South Florida and Palm 
Beach County (MIASF & MIAPBC), and the
International Yacht Brokers Association 
(IYBA).  At Nautical Ventures you’re not just
buying a boat… you’re buying the experience. 

WHY BUY YOUR AXOPAR FROM NAUTICAL VENTURES?

AUTHORIZED WARRANTY CENTER

NMVS 30TH ANNIVERSARY LOGO CONCEPTS

NVMS Anniv. Logo
Font: Impact
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WWW.AXOPAR.FI
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NAUTICAL VENTURES
NAUTICALVENTURES.COM

50 SOUTH BRYAN RD
DANIA BEACH, FL 33004
PH: 954.926.5250

139 SHORE COURT
NORTH PALM BEACH, FL 33408
PH: 561.612.7076

1501 BROADWAY
RIVIERA BEACH, FL 33404
PH: 561.612.7076


